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Over 40 years in the PVC & PVCu Extrusion 
Industry 

Contract Flooring Accessories - 

Insulated Cavity Closers - 

Bespoke PVC & PVCu Extrusions - 

Wood Plastic Composite Profiles -  



 

...a Lean Enterprise 
Our Principles are: 

To create value for customers 

Generate flow to eliminate job queues. 

Let customer pull  determine what is made. 

Strive for perfection – never satisfied.  

Always learning to be better 

GREEN  - environmentally aware 
SAFE  - for employees & customers 
CLEAN  - transparency in all that we do 



 



 

A little of history 
An additional ‘leg to the stool’  

Wood Plastic Composite (wpc) ... 
... but using existing equipment 

 
... Market place (not decking) 

Dacatie > Frame Former Customers > Timber Windows 
Look and work like timber but perform better 

 
Development with customers 

A voyage of discovery, trial and error, learning 
 

Tool design, making and commissioning; Tool room of 3 with local sub contractors  
CAD and Product Manager 

 



 
Does it contribute to the bottom line? 

Does it reduce cost, save time, eliminate hassle?  

(Waste TIM WOOD) 

Does it improve Quality and Service? 



 

Does it contribute to the bottom line? 
Does it reduce cost, save time, eliminate hassle? (Waste TIM WOOD) 
Does it improve Quality and Service? 

Use it “straight out of the packet”  (pallet / cage) 
 
No need to extract moisture 
 
No need to treat or condition 



 

Does it contribute to the bottom line? 
Does it reduce cost, save time, eliminate hassle? (Waste TIM WOOD) 
Does it improve Quality and Service? 

Use it all straight out of the packet  (pallet / cage) 
 
No knots  
No defects 
Straight  
No inspection 
 
Consistent - Every time Every piece 
 



 

Does it contribute to the bottom line? 
Does it reduce cost, save time, eliminate hassle? (Waste TIM WOOD) 
Does it improve Quality and Service? 

Use it all straight out of the packet  (pallet / cage) and paint it 
 
No additional preparation  
No sanding required 
No need to prime 
 
Standard paint and process with all your natural timber 
 
Excellent paint adhesion 
(Tests and experience) 
 



 

Use it all straight out of the packet  (pallet / cage) and paint it 
Work it how you like 
 
Dry glaze and clip system 
or Nail and pin 
or Glue and tape 
 
Cut, mitre, lap joint 
 
And you can bend it! 

Does it contribute to the bottom line? 
Does it reduce cost, save time, eliminate hassle? (Waste TIM WOOD) 
Does it improve Quality and Service? 



 

Use it all straight out of the packet  (pallet / cage) and paint it 
Work it how you like 
And no return to site! 
 
 
?????? 

Does it contribute to the bottom line? 
Does it reduce cost, save time, eliminate hassle? (Waste TIM WOOD) 
Does it improve Quality and Service? 



 

Performance 
•Thermal Conductivity Tests 
•Secured by design  
•Water Absorption ‘does not rot’ 

Service Life 
•Here’s the mat! 

Sustainability  
•The wood fibres are sourced from sustainable sources. 



 

Does it contribute to the bottom line? 
Does it reduce cost, save time, eliminate hassle? (Waste TIM WOOD) 
Does it improve Quality and Service? 

Use it all straight out of the packet  (pallet / cage) and paint it 
Work it how you like 
And its available now.... 
 
Standard profiles available, direct or via distribution 
 
Or 
Your own design; agree cad drawings,  
 
Or  
Joint design; agree cad drawings,  



 

Does it contribute to the bottom line? 
Does it reduce cost, save time, eliminate hassle? (Waste TIM WOOD) 
Does it improve Quality and Service? 

 
Over to you..... 
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